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As I roiled in the crypt this Halloween. I woke to a terrible dream. Tis’ 2019. My voice be silent
now yon 197 year. All knowledge since pass thru mine eye and ear, be DAMNED what I find. And
be DAMN all FEAR. The spitting Lyon is among you again. And, in your modern language I shall
speak the eternal truth to a new time.
In a recent Ben Swann interview 2020 Presidential candidate John McAfee says, what many will
not yet accept: It is not the Chinese or even nation states at all, it is the "World system". If
more people could see global and local events through this prism, would they find those events
more easily understood?
I don’t know what got me started on this article. Maybe, something about the wild heart in
McAfee. A complicated man running for, and from the US Presidency at the same time.
Something to which I might relate. Any concerns you have for him, one thing can be said: He
understands freedom of the mind, body, and soul. A rare man I am finding today in politics.
So, he got me thinking too. To share with you what I know about our world through the filtered
lens of my own experience.
Age is one lens through which all humans view events. There are benefits to the lens of age and
of youth. Neither should be dismissed out of hand. To know you have lenses that filter
experience and information is the first step outside of them.
Our world is quickly filling with filters not of a natural origin. Some are even out of our control
to avoid in certain circumstances. We should not forget we wear these lenses as we encounter
information and experience and seek to see beyond them.
The combined knowledge of science and philosophy are at work in our increasingly controlled
society. Understanding how the works of Bernays, Asch, Milgram, Zimbardo and those before
and since, can be directed by the few to affect you and I in a connected world, is ever more
important.
The work of professor Antony Sutton is not in refute and as prescient today as ever. His work
reveals the fundament premise we all live under today:
Mastery and control of information and currency across generations has been achieved by the
few. Nation states are increasingly a fiction to those who control the money we use…

The nature of money instructs the nature of power. Money whose nature, quantity, and value
can be changed freely by the few, creates the environment for ultimate tyranny. Tracing the
line forward and backward in time eloquently exposed by Sutton, informs an understanding of
cause and effect. The education system and consolidating media monopolies are collaborating
to obscure this line of reason from you further.
More and more, information consumed is tailored to hide or obfuscate facts. In its delivery,
designed to distort perceived truths on a sophisticated and even individual level. Ever more, the
important information is not the information readily available or delivered to us by device but,
that held in places yet untouched by censorship, censorship both seen and unseen filling spaces
all around us.
Though near fully ignored in the teaching of history. Sutton's foundational work is more
relevant today than ever. When asked before his death in 2002, What do you see for the
future? Sutton replied, “chaos, confusion and ultimately a battle between the individual and
the State.” “The individual is the stronger; and will win. Sooner or later people will wake up.”
“First we have to dump the trap of right and left, this is a Hegelian trap to divide and control.”
“The battle is not between right and left; it is between us and them.” When asked, What to do?
Sutton answered, “find yourself and then go to work.....tell your friends and put out the
message. The answer is within you.”
What we are realizing now 17 years since Sutton’s death is, not only is the right and left political
divide a Hegelian illusion but, so too are the perceived divides between nation states. When a
supranational currency controlling aristocracy is at play above political party, governments,
business, and money itself; a media lens of lessor actors is insufficient to judge events.
Like standing too close to a single tree obscures the forest, so too does viewing through filters
forced upon you. This is designed to obscure the true challenges before us. When you can only
see ants descending the bark of a single tree, you cannot know the state of the forest behind.
Discarding the nation-state and party lens is the first step to breaking the light to its elemental
bands.
Sutton documented; that at the turn of the century, western bankers funded the Bolsheviks in
Russia. By the end of the 1980’s the communist revolution there was converted to an
authoritarian oligarchy. This was ushered in by globalist darlings Gorbachev and Yeltsin as
succeeding Russian leaders from the old Soviet. More recently, stewardship has been solidified
in Vladimir Putin, Henry Kissinger’s man in Russia. The money interest had now successfully
converted revolution war debt, to equity in the vast Russian resources in jus t 90 years.
Major Jordan’s Diaries augment and support Sutton’s works. Jordan’s delivery, jovial and
comical nature make this a fun introduction. Here you will begin to understand the lend lease
fraud of WWII and the transfer of tech, during and after, that led to cold war build-ups and an
expansion of militarism. All driven by the growing power of banking and financialization. These

build-ups financed in the east and west by the same banking system, owned by the same
people, accelerated greatly post World War II.
By the 1970’s the work in China of Rockefeller and associated forces led by Henry Kissinger (the
forward face of this agenda) was nearly complete in structure. They had succeeded in assisting
Mao to foment China’s “revolution” and set the stage for its subversion from communism to a
technocratic authoritarian labor camp by the early 1990’s (just 30 to 40 years). From Deng
Xiaoping – to fruition of complete control, with Xi Jinping “President for Life”.
Treasury secretary Henry “Hank” Paulson famous from presiding over the economic crash test
run in 2008, is quoted in this now removed Bloomberg article praising Xi as, “the kind of guy
who knows how to get things over the goal line.''
Beginning as the China project was underway. In the US, through Wall Street and Washington,
these same interests pressured significant efforts to offshore the manufacturing base of north
America as part of the continued financialization scheme. Again, as in days of Major Jordan,
they offshored the latest tech capabilities of the West. Though, this time to a freshly prepared
authoritarian labor market in China.
A debt expansion for the American people would move more equity to the banks. As Americans
would no longer have the manufacturing job-incomes to support the goods they would still
need and desire. Even more dangerous were the makings of a new military rival again
fomenting in the transfer of sensitive tech from that sector eastward.
Some might remember Bill Clinton was actually caught facilitating aspects of this tech transfer
in the late 1990’s. You might also find it interesting how closely weapons in China today, 20
years later, resemble those in the west. Weapon parity and balance feeds escalation in arms
races, and arms races are good for banking and control of peoples.
The public was made aware through the media in what was coined “Chinagate” testing the
acceptance of such behavior from a president. With little social backpressure from Americans,
this behavior became normalized. Soon after, western companies began signing joint ventures
contracts to hand over tech of all kinds to the authoritarian state in exchange for access to
China’s captured labor force, its people… In Major Jordan’s day it was boxes from the US
Patent office and samples of tech items shipped to the Soviets. Today, it is simply joint ventures
between supranational corporations. Much cleaner for banking.
This access to a captured people’s labor secured by the globalists reverberated through the
western business world almost instantly. “Manufacture in China or die” was the clear
understanding. This labor filter rewarded globalist aligned companies with cheap labor and
punished those with management unwilling to support the export of value from the West
without the export of western values. This incentive became the driver to even greater control
of business and markets for those bent on creating a neo-feudalist ideal. A one-world
technocratic corporatist/fascist government ruled regionally by global elites.

Chris Hedges: “Our passivity has resulted… in much more than imperial adventurism and a permanent
underclass. A slow-motion coup by a corporate state has cemented into place a neofeudalism in which
there are only masters and serfs. And the process is one that cannot be reversed through the traditional
mechanisms of electoral politics.”

This offshoring was made to seem quite normal and rational in the media. As capital flowed
eastward, the ideas of freedom that created that wealth and innovation were filtered from the
equation. This continued in spite of the images of Tankman and Tiananmen, and now with the
protestors in Hong Kong broadcast in the West. Without any real volume of push back from the
American people, they continued the dumbing down and indebtedness of the populace
domestically with even greater confidence. The recent National Basketball Association (NBA)
incident with the Chinese government is just a glimpse into this issue.
The accelerated destruction of the currency after 1971 with the completion of the gold
decoupling allowed the global Money Cartel to speed up the printing presses. With bailouts and
bubble creation on an even grander scale free of any responsibility to hard money in any form.
No more limits existed for the Money Cartel beyond maintaining public opinion and acceptance
of the now completely fiat money supply. With world reserve currency status, they were now
free to pillage the value of resources around the world with infinite financial impunity.
The important thing to note here is that now the “dollar” had truly no resemblance at all to the
money outlined clearly in the Constitution of the United States. For the first time the privately
owned bank called the Federal Reserve (FED) could produce money in secret while using legal
fiction to tie their future private actions to the American people’s public debt.
Privatized profit and socialized loss was now firmly in place.
Those who had maneuvered the FED into this position over many decades were sure to keep
the American people on the hook for their counterfeit action with a now completely fiat note
resembling the old dollar only in appearance. The swindle was complete. Let the buying and
indebting of everything begin! Through the Nixon Shock they had now asserted full untethered
control of the money supply while enjoying having, you the American taxpayer, on the hook for
their operations worldwide through the US “dollar’s” status among world currencies… I should
note here that in my time, the idea of the taxation you now endure would have been cause for
an immediate revolution. My friend Thomas spoke of that in his letter to Mr. Smith some years
back.
MN Gordon: “Full Faith and Credit in Counterfeit Money - Is it an accident that the debasement of
society has followed the debasement of money? We don’t know, for certain. But we have a hunch
they’re somehow related.
What we do know is that fiction and deception helped usher in the dollar’s transformation to a phony
currency. How else could the dollar have been debased from money coined of gold and silver and issued

by Congress, as specified by the Constitution, to paper legal tender notes that are borrowed into
existence by the Federal Reserve?
When President Nixon closed the gold window at the U.S. Treasury on August 15, 1971, he told several
whoppers. He said it was to, “defend the dollar against the speculators.” He also said the action would,
“suspend temporarily, the convertibility of the dollar into gold.” Furthermore, he told Americans that,
“your dollar will be worth just as much tomorrow as it is today.”

President Ronald Reagan’s “reforms” in the 1980’s were not an exception, as is popularly
accepted political dogma. They were more a reflection of further normalizing debt creation on
the American public’s backs. In fact, every chief executive of the United States, with very few
arguable exceptions has adhered to this capitulation to public debt creation driven now by an
all-powerful FED. Debt used to directly fund government through the Congress and special
interests precluding any will of the people with taxes levied after the fact went into overdrive.
Hidden Taxes in the form of debts levied after the spending has occurred, are the norm today
for the American tax payer. They make a mockery of democratic process rule at every turn.
Furthermore:
Your vote is irrelevant when any elected candidate produces the same fundamental result.
With every fake dollar spent indebting you, campaigns are fed through kickbacks and graft in
your name. Elections have devolved to “selections” of the lessor presented evil as it may appeal
to you in a rigged game.
If you work for someone else, as the vast majority of Americans do, imagine if you had to write
a check for income taxes each week with your other expenses? You might consider how that
money was being spent more carefully? Perish that thought.
Instead, your employer is tasked with the job of tax collection from you under threat of armed
agents as you collect your “net” paycheck. Did you know that in almost every case, what the
employer “withholds” from you must be doubled by them and deposited in a Federal Reserve
System Bank almost immediately? Ask your employer about this?
Employers especially small ones are under constant threat today from all sides. Whether it be
from regulatory capture favoring big players, or outright political corruption now at all levels.
Revolving doors between the increasingly armed alphabet bureaucracies of government, and
top corporate and legal offices of the private sector, is just the visible part of this equation.
Should anyone choose to look…
For most, payroll and other hidden taxes do not enter the mind until April 15 th each year, when
many Americans look forward to getting some portion of the stolen loot back as a mugger
might leave you bus fare. “No interest of course for you”, as it was your privilege to let them
hold it for you for the year.

That is if you submit an accounting of your life (IRS-created 1913) so the thieves (Federal
Reserve-created 1913) might better understand how to steal from you next year. John McAfee
has refused. As did the men, many of whom my friends, who signed the Declaration of
Independence and pledged their lives, fortunes, and sacred honor to each other.
That is of course, not the worst hidden tax you pay. The inflation tax is the most insidious by
far. Though not truly a “tax”, its effects are even more devastating on every level. The inflation
tax is the ability of private interests in the form of the Federal System to create money from
thin air. Trading that money to the congress for spending in return for US Treasury Bonds
(IOU’s) at interest.
Let’s say that again… They create money from thin air (completely since 1971). Give it to the
Congress. Congress spends that money however it chooses. It then, issues IOU’s in the form of
bonds that pay “interest” (your work and taxes) back to the Federal Reserve. Congress then
taxes you to pay for the spending after the fact.
When your taxes no longer cover the totals of just the interest on that debt increase, it is
forwarded into future generations robbing value from the people, their children, grandchildren,
and now even beyond. This is immoral.
Want to see it today? See 100-year bond. If this does not at least cause you to locate your torch
and pitchfork, maybe it should if you plan on having kids or seeing your grandkids free?
In the process the people at the middle/top of this racket. Let’s call them the Paretos, the 20%,
the sociopaths below the psychopaths. They hand their fellow Paretos kickbacks, regulatory
favors, contracts, and other goodies in return for small campaign contributions by percentage
of return of the loot they have been handed.
Maybe this corruption sends your job to China, or maybe it causes your small employer to a sell
out to a corrupt connected larger competitor whose lobbyist wrote the regulation to favor
them. Either way, you get the point.
In case you didn’t know, unlike in my day, today congress-people do not write the bills.
Lawyers/lobbyists construct the laws your Congress-person inflicts on you down on K Street…
Never was a K street in my day. Had there been, likely would have burned it myself in 1812.
Could have got away with it then, blamed it on the lobsterbacks… Why can’t I say man? or
men? Anymore? That one really baffled me when I first woke up. I think I have used that
“person” thing for the last time.
This system devalues what little money you hold at every turn. Make no mistake, that is the
purpose. When complicated language is used, it is only to distract from this primary crime.
Here is a simple example for you today:
Let’s say you have a dollar and I have a dollar.

They are the only two dollars in existence in the world as we begin.
You control 50% of the value of the currency and I control 50% of the value of the currency.
Now let’s say I am the Federal Reserve and you are; well, just you.
I am going to “Quantitative Ease” myself 2 more dollars.
Now, I control 3 dollars and you control 1.
I now control 75% of the value of the currency and you control 25%.
 I did not “tax” you.
 I did not show up at your house or bank with an agent and weapons but, I stole from
you just as surely.
Let that sink in…
If that is not enough? Now, I am going to “loan” that money I just created to my minion bank in
your community and tell them to loan it to you at greater interest rates. You are going to have
to go out into the world to create value to accumulate the additional dollars to pay that “loan”
back. While you are doing this, and while you are sleeping at night, I am devaluing the dollars
you just made trying to catch up by doing this to your neighbor too. I collect the sum of your
labor and production at no cost in the created “money” that I “loaned”. I use the government
to enforce this on you with armed agents and the threat of locking you in a cage and taking al l
you thought you owned.
What’s more,,, I tell my minion banker (Federal Reserve System/FDIC insured bank) that for
every 10 dollars I “loan” him, he can loan more than 100 dollars into existence on his own
books locally (fractional reserve banking).
I tell him through the banking regulations I have brought into existence and maintained for him
over the last 100 years. That, he may by my permission alone, print money too and get in on
the game of devaluing yours even further! “Think Globally act Locally,” to use their twisted
term.
You see, this gets very “unsustainable” for freedom, private ownership of assets, and selfdetermination; what used to be known as Liberty, very quickly. We are near the end of what
can be sustained (hate how they twist that word) in human terms for the “dollar”. What is next
you might ask?
With unchallenged control of the money comes power. To maintain this power information
must be controlled. Trust derived from information control is the foundation of the entire
operation.
We are seeing that battle playing out now. Those who understand freedom are aligned against
a foe with unlimited monetary resources and essential control over the force of government,
media, and business in nearly all their forms.
What they don’t yet totally control is your mind and the future innovation of you and your
neighbors.

True innovation kills capital and destroys monopolies as surely as it can help humanity. Some
grad students provably showed a way to use existing nuclear waste to power the world. Their
early published results were quickly and publically downgraded. They now have a board stacked
by oligarchs. Have “awards” from the World Economic Forum and are making videos about
failure (watch Leslie’s face).
When a lone researcher discovered a promising single cure for all viral infections he quickly
found he was unable to move his research forward. Treatments are more profitable than cures.
Destroying the cold medicine market alone would be unacceptable capital loss and future profit
reduction to established interest and, certainly subject to this same suppression.
These projects were targeted. Just two that come to mind. Two this author saw enter the
discovery cycle and quickly fall under control. How many more? Smith’s unseen hand chopped
off.
Energy is a global control point administered by banks and money through governments they
control. Health is also a control point now in the same. What you pay, what types of cures and
treatments and, how much capacity enters the market is not decided by a free market
mechanism. You are told this as constantly as you are told this constitutional republic was
always a “democracy”. These are lies.
Energy and Health are captured. The big prize is still “environment”, as they define it. Again, the
Money Cartel are managing the argument in a perfectly Hegelian manner. If you accept that
pollution reduction is good. You must accept their solution. One scientist stood up, here is what
happened. This effective tactic is not new to humanity. Hegel simply defined it. Control of
information allows the Hegelian mechanism to be weaponized against you.
The same Hegelian process is used over and over again against us to re-enforce the need and
validity of authority through government. To legitimize in the minds of people the power to
supersede Freedom and Liberty, to obscure property rights, and defer true liabilities they incur
with their “regulated” actions. I will explain.
This can be well understood in another example illustrated through the current environmental
policy prism: Susan Lerner’s 1, 2, 3 part story of what happened to Wilbur Tennant.
Documented by Susan and he, himself a reluctant citizen-historian, and unlikely hero. Wilbur
was the canary-in-the-coal-mine for the C8 disaster that now permeates the earth unchecked.
Manmade C8 (Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA)) can never effectively be removed from the
environment. He died for his trouble.
What do you think the real ongoing liability to DuPont, 3M and the Money Cartel should be to
the people of the World? Whatever you come up with for a payment solution, how could it ever
compensate? This system we have allowed to grow up around us must end.

Had Wilbur been able to enforce his property rights as we intended them. Those damn
corporations (3M/DuPont) would be the ones dead and gone! I can’t prove it, but my guess,
when Wilbur won his lawsuit he would have given the rights to those corporation’s patented
inventions and wealth away… My friend Thomas warned you about this too.
The first time one powerful corporation is killed, by a free person exerting their rights through
an informed jury of their neighbors, the rest will quickly behave. This would be infinitely better
than a thousand corrupt agencies with bloated budgets on your tax-paying back that assist in
the crimes, wouldn’t you think? Double win! This is what we intended with that Constitution.
With canaries empowered everywhere like Wilbur should have been, bad actors will face real
and “unknown costs” in causing harm. They would face having their value sold to compensate
for damages to more responsible competitors. Officers and employees could actually be subject
to criminal charges when crimes such as attempted murder or assault are associated with this
property damage. Wilbur deserved better from us…
All we had to do as a people, was respect Wilbur’s property rights by holding our government
accountable to its founding principles and the supreme law of the land. Honest courts and
informed juries may have saved him.
We didn’t have to “trust” a politician or any government agency. But what did we do? We
empowered them against him to the glee of the Money Cartel. If you signal to the world that
you care about “the environment”. Learning these examples of how our system really works is
important. You must understand what, and who, you are supporting now and how to change it.
When you discover how Maurice Strong drove the founding what has become the entire global
environmental movement, the UNEP and now the IPCC and how it was funded. You may also
discover who founded the World Wildlife Foundation and what they believe. Now those are just
two. You won’t have to look hard to find more.
If it is a large non-taxable foundation. This is what they do. The little ones, better damn well
follow the big ones, or they don’t get to be part of the club.
Until you understand the fundamentals of hard fought Liberty, you will never see a clean
environment or, an honest assessment of it. When you support this system against people like
Wilbur and ultimately yourself, we are all lessor for it.
Wilbur is dead. However, he might not have died in vain. The Money Cartel has not yet
captured the idea of a “clean world” to their’n own ends just yet. Private property leads to a
prosperous, free, and clean environment. Let Wilbur be your reminder.
Sending manufacturing overseas to captured peoples, takes control of the global environment
away from free and democratic people. The equation is not complicated when the components
are understood.

Managed trade is the playground of the supranational 1%. It is called “free trade” onl y to
disparage the name among those made ignorant to the difference. This same repetition is used
to convince us to submit to the mob rule of a false democracy in place of our safeguards against
such wolves in the Republic as it was founded.
If the media does not inform the public any longer, and the education in higher colleges is
funded by grants from the same Money Cartel interests through their large non-taxable
foundations, innovation can be captured before it escapes the lab. If innovation pops-up in the
work of a file clerk or two guys in a garage, then today the regulatory process can be exacted on
them. These technocratic madmen are sealing the envelope on free innovation. They keep the
gate of entry to “their” controlled markets.
Free thought is next. And their FAANGs are out. They know to maintain control of people; they
must control innovation. Innovation must not be allowed to disrupt existing capital investments
until assessed and rolled out by them, if ever. Their achievement of control of money is the
enabling factor to insure, competition remains a sin.
This is the system we have. It is not capitalism with honest money on a level field as you would
be told in education and media. Or, “free trade” which is not free at all but, managed trade for
special interests.
No, this system is organized crime and it is what drives ownership of everything to the 1% and
management of it to the 20%. It is the latest incarnation of the merging of government and
corporate interest against free people. It is corporatist/fascist socialism. A system that
privatizes profit to the connected, and socializes risk and loss to the masses. Its line is traced
directly through the Monarchies, through the Communists to the Nazis and now the Jacobin
modern socialists organized under Cecil Rhoades.
America is the next great challenge with the battle well underway. We mustn’t fail to expose
and defeat this.
That is the foe we, and all humanity, are up against. Through their manipulation of education
and media, many of our neighbors and children have been conscripted as useful idiots to their
cause. The world is looking to the American people to lead and stand for Liberty as it once did.
To lead by example not force. We are disappointing them to say the least. Shame on me too for
sleeping so long.
Modern education systems have skewed the understanding of government’s promise to “free
stuff”. They have left out the coercion and theft that must occur first to your neighbor.
Government produces no value. Government is the most inefficient redistributor of existing
value.

You, and your (non-government) employer, produce value to survive and prosper by your hand,
mind, and effort. Transfer of value to government always leads to inefficiency and the potential
for corruption. The further away and more powerful the unit of government, the more
exacerbated the danger.
Local people understand the needs of local people. Only locally can charity, hope,
encouragement, and even opportunities for guidance of the lumpen be fairly administered.
Leaders must be part of their communities not administrators of dictates from on high as has
become Europe on the way to joining Russia and China. The more access and commonality in
their daily lives the people have to each other, the less likely they are to act inhumanely when
in power. The further one moves from local control, the greater the corruption and lesser the
return of value to the community in all things. It is a simple truth the Money Cartel must
continually obscure with multi-billion dollar political races at the top. If you still vote, the most
important race to you is your local sheriff.
Top down centralizations exacerbate misery and powerlessness as they always have. We as the
American people have already learned this. Don’t let your birthright, this knowledge through
our true shared history, be denied. The blood of our ancestors and families who struggled to
gain this freedom for us, and the hopes peoples around the world longing to emulate liberty on
their own terms, is what is at stake.
It was 561 years between the Magna Carta and the Declaration of Independence. It has been
243 years since then. Perspective is important. Tyranny and collectivism are the old ideas.
Liberty and Freedom are the young.
The only ideas in the social sphere that have ever regarded and respected the nature of humans,
their desires and failings in associations, are those of Liberty.
The centralized banking and regulatory machinations that brought us here are many and subtle,
overt and covert. However, the last important brick for the evil of today was laid in 1971 with
the complete detachment of hard value to the dollar equation. No longer would the colluded
parties of the (private 1913) Federal Reserve, and the (public 1798) US Treasury, need to hold
“in reserve” gold in ratio of 1 ounce to every 35 dollars created.
In fact, they were now free from any restriction on what came to be known as quantitative
easing (QE). Simply put, printing money now with no limits. This was the final detachment from
money as defined by any remote interpretation of the US Constitution, or morality.
It was the opening to the financialization of all things everywhere by these specific people, for
their exclusive benefit.
It is debatable had Reagan’s policy initiatives been allowed to gain traction, what cracks may
have been exposed in the Money Cartel’s armor during that 7 odd years he had between
Trilateral Commission backed presidents Carter and Bush. Regardless, the fundamentals of

money control and creation remained firmly in place above any aspirations Reagan may have
exerted toward planned tinkering. By the last year of his presidency all aspects of economic
policy were firmly in the hands of Fed Chairman Paul Volker, Treasury Secretary James Baker,
and George Bush the 1st.
Former assistant secretary of the Treasury in charge of United States domestic economic policy
under Reagan, Paul Craig Roberts had this to say, “… Reagan believed that the purpose of economic
policy was to serve the country, not Wall Street and the banks or the corporations or any of the various
organized interest groups. Our idea was that policy could not be for this or that part of the economy. It
had to be for everyone. …”. His summary on those years and how they relate to today can be

found here in his October 22, 2019 piece.
Sadly, as you are coming to understand, whether you believe Reagan to be authentic in his
efforts or not, the power did not reside in his office to change the tide of monetary policy.
Without a change in monetary policy no fiscal solutions can be obtained.
Inflating away the value of money through untethered creation, whether it be by the printing
press or fractional reserve lending it into existence, is immoral. Funding the government with
this money and passing the interest payments to the taxpayer after the fact, including tax
payers yet to be born in the form of long term bonds, should be unconscienceable.
There has not been any serious opposition to the money monopolists from the executive
branch since Andrew Jackson in the 1830’s when he dealt a blow to central banking and saw
that the Second Bank of the United States was shut down and charter ended. The Civil War
soon changed all that.
What’s true of Reagan’s time is the American people’s credit card was pulled out and laid on
the table for the Military Industrial Congressional Complex and the Money Cartel who own the
banks that back them. With Donald Regan and a cadre of newly minted
neoconservative/neoliberal Pareto handlers standing over his shoulder telling him to “speed it
up”, the orchestration hit a new high note of debt creation simulating wealth generation. The
people were fooled again.
Yes! The “cold war” ended. As you may have already come to understand. That too was
orchestrated by these very same global interests turning profit and indebting free people at
every turn using fear and fraud.
Marked by the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the Money Cartel began to cash in on the “Russian
investment” beginning pre-1918 with the Bolsheviks by foreclosing on the Soviets in the 1990’s.
This was a double win. With foreclosure came Russian assets and resources . This acquired
windfall was actually derived from other monies made by significantly indebting the Americans
through the arms race contributing to the Soviet bankruptcy on the other side of the
investment.

They had generated vast money and revenue on both sides of the deal and gained incredible
power in the process. The money business was indeed good for accumulating power from
ignorant peoples.
A snapshot of the machinations of the lead up to this “cash-out” are explained by the astute
George Racey Jordan in his speeches and diary as it was happening and in the years after WWII
and until his passing. His work should not be undervalued in a modern context.
The next great test was in 2008. The cryptically named TARP (Troubled Asset Relief Program or,
direcT bAilouts of fRiends/foreclosures and taxes for you Program)) and QE (more money
printing) orchestrated by Mr. Paulson that year, passed more debt obligations to the people
without pitchforks and torches appearing in the street.
Now that the big crash test run in the US in 2008 had been successful. A small market test of
the Bail-in concept was next in Cyprus a small island country in the Mediterranean The Cyprus
test had been a success by 2013. The concept for how western investors could be fleeced in the
next market crisis with a forced bail-in was tested and data collected. The Everything Bubble
could continue as the flows of capital eastward increased again. There was still more to do for
the Money Cartel...
Those successes were an emboldening indication of the success of the takeover of education
and the media. A takeover begun at the turn of the last century and coming to tangible fruition
for the Money Cartel astutely using their large non-taxable foundation exemptions to fund it all.
The Money Cartel could now easily draw the conclusion that, the majority of Americans no
longer understand money. The floodgates could now be opened fully.
This was all foreshadowed by Norman Dodd in his report for the Reece committee 1952 where
he explained the now fully realized goal of the oligarch funded large tax-exempt foundations to
capture the State Department and the education system of the country. With the intent to
shape the minds of Americans through the targeted teaching of history and control the foreign
policy apparatus of the US government. Dodd again described his experience in his interviews in
the 1980’s shortly before his death. The capture by the Money Cartel of these institutions and
systems are apparent in their actions when analyzed. Historically, the origins and reasons
behind the actions were not as easily understood. That is changing.
Freedom owes a great debt to Mr. Dodd. Dodd uncovered the vision of the Money Cartel
through their tax-free foundations was, “…The future of this country belonged to collectivism
administered with ‘characteristic American efficiency’ (them)…”
We were to be ruled, and they were going to make it our idea.

Stephen Kinzer’s recent book titled, The Brothers outlined the lives of John Foster and Allen
Dulles. One might ask Kinzer why he did not take the final step in his book of tying the rise of
the brothers, with the modern national security state that has replaced our Republic, back to
the non-taxable foundations of the Money Cartel that spawned them? One could easily surmise
that a man of Kinzer’s powerful intellect and experience, must have found, and understood this
relationship. His years in the halls of Harvard and work on other impactful books in this space
would surely have added to that likelihood.
The answer may be the obvious one. Even when known, we as Americans can struggle to admit
to ourselves the truths of our rulers and political system. What’s more, when such truths are
comprehended our souls are challenged, fear becomes real, and character manifests in action
and inaction in each of us. Though, I am not violating the premise of the biblical, “ye who shall
stand in judgement…”
To be sure, I am not casting stones. A fear for one’s life would be real in methodically proving
and publishing such revelations. The trail of human destruction is long for those who have.
In 2013 in China, these global interests established and made public the existence of the AIIB
(Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank) in association with the Belt and Road intuitive. The AIIB
includes all major world economies as members. Israel and Iran are not exceptions in the board
room it seems... If you listen to captured media, that would seem a dichotomy.
With the distinct absence of Canada, the US and Mexico; the AIIB may stand as a lever against
the world reserve status of the US Dollar in time. As the value of western currencies (Dollar,
Euro, Yen) are inflated away by the Money Cartel. Preparation for what appears to be the
completion of the capital shift to the East is well underway. It certainly stands to reason that
the AIIB is part of a framework for the bail-in to a new system.
As you see, the Money Cartel has been offshoring real wealth through unaccountable
mechanisms from the West for some time. Using US law enacted through terror, fraud, and
war, this capital flight was masked and accelerated after fortuitous Pentagon damage, and
World Trade Center building number 7’s planeless destruction. Quickly after, claims were
lobbed and accepted as valid, that key records were held only in those specific locations
effectively stifling any investigations.
Taking the books dark…
Former US Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Secretary Catherine Austin Fitts; “… The final
version of FASAB 56 was made available to the public on October 4, 2018 (the day that the FBI report on
its investigation of Justice Brett Kavanaugh took up the public’s attention) and is largely unchanged from
the Exposure Draft upon which comments were received from various federal agencies and accounting
firms.

In a piece on FASAB 56 for Rolling Stone (‘Has the government legalized secret defense spending?’), Matt
Taibbi captured the timing well in his subtitle: ‘While a noisy Supreme Court fight captivated America last
fall, an obscure federal accounting body quietly approved a system of classified money-moving.’ Because
the adoption of FASAB 56 required the approval of both sides of the aisle in Congress and the White
House, the intimate bipartisan cooperation on the adoption of FASAB 56 contradicts the divisiveness
portrayed during this period by the media. …” Interview with Fitts.

The global Money Cartel had another big win. They had succeeded in taking the UNITED STATES
government books beyond audit to a completely dark status.
If disappearing records in spectacular explosions that just so happened to shock the world
killing thousands and starting wars on freedom at home, and wars of aggression and regime
change/nation building abroad, well,,, them’s just the breaks I guess… If that incredible luck
would serve hiding the past Trillions, this FASAB56 will do damn nicely for the future.
Fraud could now “legally” be obfuscated in perpetuity (*learn more about former US HUD
Secretary Catherine Austin Fitts and Professor Mark Skidmore). With such powerful tools in
place. This job of value movement away from free people into the control of a very few global
financial elite becomes much easier as it nears completion.
Gold repatriation and accumulation in AIIB aligned countries is well documented in the
markets. There is no need to hide these eastward transactions from a western populace that
largely no longer understands the definition, or true nature, of money. Former FED chairman
Ben Bernake comments as to why central banks may desire to hold gold. “Tradition mostly”. I
don’t think as many people are still buying Ben’s line today. Maybe even one less now as you
read this?
Precious metals, production infrastructure, and other hard assets have always been the
fundamental value mechanisms to convey wealth through human history. A substantial volume
of this wealth is moving quietly away from jurisdictions of free peoples. The West is being left in
a tickertape parade of paper that represent only dubious future claims to real wealth or value.
Let’s say it simple. Your money has been stolen you just don’t know it yet.
The Bills that fell off the shelf into the Congress as the buildings fell on 9-11-01 became law
almost instantly. This fundamentally changed the relationship of Americans to the US
government. Only now, years later, and since brave people like Drake, Kiriakou, Binney,
Snowden, Manning, Assange, and others have come forward at high personal cost, is it
beginning to be felt or understood by a wider audience that; their freedoms are disappearing
into a cloud.
The Bill of Rights has become a piece of paper detached from the rule of law. Though many of
us have been as slow to accept it, as we have been to reject 18 years of war in Afghanistan.

What is clear, is both dominate and controlled US political parties cannot hide their complicity
with the Money Cartel with any credibility.
The perpetuation of the long-running role of a compromised congress, a captured executive,
and a complicit judiciary in a war on freedom is now plain. The warning left unheeded from
Dwight Eisenhower when he named the ominous existence of the Military Industrial
Congressional Complex and its, secretive, extra-governmental nature, in his farewell address
remains, prophetic.
Today, it seems all that is left for the globalist Money Cartel, is to trigger a monetary crisis -inwaiting in the West. This may be combined with war expansion in one or more of the agitated
states around the world. It would be easy to blame it on what they have defined through leaps
of logic and language in the schools and media in the last 100+ years as, “free markets” and
“capitalism”.
The Trade war is a lie.
Large segments of the population in the US and western countries are firmly in the ideological
grasp of a socialist warfare/welfare mentality. Many more are dangerously ignorant of the facts
presented here. Made so by a nearly inescapable education and media/entertainment
propaganda barrage on our minds.
There is every reason for these interests to believe a sufficient adjustment in the minds of the
population is complete. That the American body politic is ignorant to their birthright as stated
in the Declaration of Independence (the greatest treatise on freedom since the Magna Carta)
and won in the American Revolution.
It is true we live in Hamilton’s America and not Jefferson’s. Though I doubt .01% of the
population questioned at the top schools in America could now tell you the difference.
A devastating success for evil.
With this success, they are poised to blame the next crisis squarely on the ideas of freedom.
They will claim Donald Trump and his like, embodies those ideals that led to the economic
devastation and “inequality” they will have defined, created, and triggered.
The AM radio jocks, the cable mimbos and bimbos have set up basically good working people to
go down with him. They will condemn anyone who does not denounce Trump et al., and what
they will have ideologically defined and packaged him with.
Should this begin, you can certainly be made aware of your “social score”. Bill of Rights be
damned, you have one. It will be used to intimidate you. They will have you believe the Bill of
Rights only applies to your mailbox and your musket. Neither one is going to do you any good on
that day.

Your data has already been captured or volunteered by you simply living your life. A score
based on how closely your personal meta data signals your acceptance of the Money Cartel’s
manically derived world views for the “reform” of government, reset of the economy, and
redirection of our life expectations. Smile at the cameras. They are all for your “safety” and you
are paying dearly for them… Still got nothing to hide?
In the sum, it is not even an important determination if current leader Donald Trump is a willing
participant or not. Though he can be seen as a P.T. Barnum type, doling bread and circuses as
the globalist around him move at even greater pace now. The truth of his role does not really
matter. The cake is in the oven. As it was with Reagan. As it has been long before Donald
Trump.
At the point the crisis takes visible shape it will matter even less what the political parties have
said in the past. The difference between what is true and what is false about their narratives
will be irrelevant to a spooked herd, as planned.
It is the things that were the same. The things they hid, that they both supported behind your
back, that will have been important to know.
After enough suffering has been exacted, I expect a Hegelian solution will be offered. It will
have everything to do with bailing-in the American people to a new system at the cost of a
pledge to surrender their fundamental freedom. The details aren’t really important.
For those that choose it, and support it, some material suffering may be diverted for them and
their families. That small relief will certainly come at a heavy cost to their souls. Even worse,
through their compliance with the new tyranny, the bodies of their neighbors too, will be
consumed. With the tightening of the surveillance grid, less and less space will remain free from
coercion. Do not expect many gaps if they are allowed to finish their planning. In 2012 the
NDAA law changed due process and by 2013 the FEMA centers had been completed, brought to
you by, KBR and Haliburton?
If this crisis cannot be averted, free minds must be prepared to offer an alternative to collective
capture and rule sold as, rescue and help.
Freedom can be achieved for those who can still read or listen. Those who have been robbed of
it, or ignored it, will have Liberty’s true value revealed in its alternative staring them in the face;
authoritarian collectivism that now covers 2/3 of the world.
Our neighbors can learn the lessons of Liberty their ancestors knew. The lessons that instructed
those ancestor’s travel from far to seek this country for its ideals of Liberty, Freedom and
opportunity with nothing but that drive. The essence can be recovered for all. We must all be
ready to help our neighbors if only to save our own arses.

If we look inside now. It would be hard for those who know not to admit these hard fought
freedoms bestowed by the founders of country have been lost in practice. Today we endure
secret courts of concocted law that could never reconcile with the highest ideals once
embodied in us. Embodied in the pamphlets of Thomas Paine and the Hasty Pudding of my
friend Joel Barlow.
An imperfect Constitution has been chiseled at its edges and hydraulically leveraged at its
imperfections to crack it wide open. All for the “the general welfare” of the people who rule.
“…The gaudy prigs who condemn pampered pigs. …” - Barlow
Yes, the once touted document of negative power over moral and learned people has been fulltwisted to the positive endorsement of the whims of a tyrannical police state. The founders
were clear to this point we have reached. The Constitution was always known to be an
insufficient protection to a government with all 3 branches dominated by an effective
Kakistocracy.
I hope you are also optimistic we really can still disrupt this onslaught? The Money Cartel must
be near perfect with each move they make. Most of all they are just people. They live in this
World too. The more this is exposed the sooner they will be removed from doing harm.
We only need a few things to go right to trip this up. A disruptive technology escaping their
regulation here, a war averted through information escaping their grasp, there. It will happen
eventually. When psychopaths are faced with true consequence and exposure their power is
lost. Their Paretos disperse. We should not have waited so long leaving them to these devices.
Make no mistake whether we initiate the transition to honest money or the Cartel crashes the
world order to try to build their new one, it will not be without some pain and challenge. Buckle
up buttercup.
When the challenges of crisis come, we have to be personally reassuring, and confident with
our neighbors. We should be ready to offer the ideals of Freedom and Liberty, Voluntarism and
the principles of non-aggression. We need to be ready with can-do attitudes as alternatives to
despair. That was the work of the founders in the late 1700’s and will be the work again to
some degree. Things will move much fast this time.
The nation of the United States has been a tool for bad operators for some time. To deny that is
naive. The idea of Liberty that found root in America has come up through the ages. It is not
one-in-the-same with the country or surely, the nation of the UNITED STATES. It is a universal
human longing, genetically inherent, and instinctual.
I hope you will re-consider the notion of China, Russia, the US, and all countries as single actors
driven by independent governments. I hope you will consider holding up the prism offered
here when you view new events and those from history again. When combined with other filter

lenses in your life I hope it helps you understand events that seemed random or conflicted
without this view.
With all this, I remain more hopeful each day. We have such talent and tools around us. We are
more interconnected than ever. We must, maintain this and not let ANYONE be penned into a
gulag, real or digital by devious actors or their minions, whether they participate knowingly or
not.
Defense of true Liberty in your community is the ultimate expression of self-defense and nonaggression toward your neighbor.
We must work to prepare for the opportunities ahead with joy in our hearts. No one can say for
certain what tomorrow brings for each of us. Seemly, unstoppable forces can be overcome with
amazing speed when ideas cascade into consciousness and action across a society.
Just causes are always more durable than devious ones. A man still speaking out daily, once
expanded on the words of Hugo and Aimard. He said, an idea whose time has come cannot be
stopped by any government. I will add, “…or any people who place themselves above that
government.”
I hope I have given you enough information to consider thinking of nation-states differently. To
consider in your assessments of information and media; that nation states and governments
are not independent of this global Money Cartel as long as it exists. Nor, can they be until the
force of law is removed from dishonest money.
We must understand; nearly all major international organizations, sub-organizations, large nontaxable foundations, and their acting NGOs derived from this corruption, are illegitimate. Even
the ones who do small acts of kindness in the world.
As they are derived from the same evil, included must be: The United Nations (UN), The Bank of
International Settlements (BIS), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) all founded,
endorsed, and/or directed by the same Money Cartel for purpose of oppression and control of
peoples and resources through debt and war.
It should further be known: Non-profit does not equal good. Small acts of charity do not excuse
massive social and political evils and manipulation afforded through special privilege and
exemption from law.
AND; that supranational powers, through the sole virtue of powerful families being cunning
enough to capture the currencies of the world and hold that control across generations, ha ve
come to influence and control all governments and people for their own benefit and that of the
20% that support them voluntarily or by coercion.
This is no way to live.

Because you have been tolerant, because you have been patient;
They believe you do not see,
They believe you do not care.
Hubris is my favorite flaw and, “pride will do"…
It is good to be alive again and among you.
Your Friend and Servant,
The Spitting Lyon
Enjoy Ben and John:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=casyVRamSnA
Need to find broken or censored links use: https://archive.org/web/
Using truly Freed software or services? Chip-in what you can when you can…

